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WHO ATE ALL THE PIES? 
 

The most commonly asked questions of this year have been; why didn’t the people managing our 

economy see the financial crisis looming?; and why is there less credit available? 

 

Chancellor Darling has excused his early lack of action to avert the worst of the financial crisis by 

saying that he does not have a crystal ball and is not Mystic Meg.  The New Labour spin machine 

has been on full throttle to deflect criticism; the world economic crisis is not their fault!  But this was 

not a natural disaster.  It is manmade and was entirely predictable.   Common sense should have 

prevailed.  It was obvious that we could not maintain increasing and unsustainable levels of private 

and public debt.  Vince Cable kept on telling the Government that they were stoking up the boilers 

but would run out of fuel and steam.  The only question was – when? 

 

A longstanding forecast from America correctly predicated that it would come to a head in the USA 

this year and then take three years to reach Europe.  This forecast was based on demographics and 

the baby boom following WW2, and related to available spending power.  That the impact was more 

immediate in Europe has less to do with an inaccurate forecast and more to do with the advances in 

computer technology and the integration of worldwide financial markets.  There was an additional 

twist in the tail – the sub-prime mortgage scandal. 

 

In the USA, ordinary bank depositors were alert to the dangers of banks collapsing and as the 

Millennium turned took the safe option of moving money out of the banks and buying gold bullion.  

The result was an increase in the price of gold to an unprecedented level.  That was another warning 

sign that went unheeded by the G7 financial leaders.  The effect was to reduce bank liquidity, but 

that money did not disappear.  What did the bullion dealers do with the cash earned from the sale of 

gold coins and ingots? 

 

We now call this loss of confidence in the financial system – the credit crunch – and this is an 

accurate description.  The fundamental problem is that the banks are in a perpetual unstable state.  

They operate on deposits that can be withdrawn on demand and do not meet their commitments.  

The difference is made up through borrowing.  When they get involved in long term lending, they 

need to keep rolling over these short term deposits and medium term borrowing.  At the end of each 

day they must balance the books, which they do by getting overnight loans from the Bank of 

England, or local authorities who have collected your Council Tax during the day.  On the advice of 

the Audit Commission, instead of putting that revenue in to a non-interest bearing account, they 

must get the highest possible return.  Each local authority has an officer who searches out the best 

overnight deal and manages the funds.  They get it back the next day to pay their bills. 
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You would not operate your personal finances this way.  It all starts getting murky when people 

place their cash with hedge funds instead of banks.  The attraction is a high return but the risks are 

greater because the hedge fund is operating in a high risk sector, such as sub-prime mortgages.  

These products are then packaged to provide securities for the lenders to get loans from other 

investors.  These are described as derivatives.  The ingenuity for repackaging a loan on a house and 

then borrowing against the loan is just one example. Or it might be a case of lending your shares to 

someone who trades in something that he does not own. 

We are into the realm of make-believe.  Institutions are not trading in real money but pieces of paper 

which are credits or promises to provide funds.  So long as they keep juggling the balls nobody is 

sure what the position is.  When it is time to stop the music for a stock-check, it soon becomes clear 

who has a real ball or who has less credit. 

 

Our main concern must be that the financial sector has become the motor of the world economy 

instead of the grease that keeps the economic machine working.   This did not happen by accident.  It 

was a calculated strategy by the G7 and a crucial part of developing a Global Economy based on 

continuous growth.  The hidden face of the strategy was for the developed world to get richer and 

the managers to reap the benefits of increased profits and bonuses.  The public face of the strategy 

was to increase prosperity for the World’s poor.  There would be a reliance on the emerging BRICK 

economies (Brazil, Russia,  India, China and Korea) and the impoverished third-world counties 

would be dragged along and upwards. 

 

The only problem is that if we want all the people on this planet to enjoy the same level of prosperity 

as the first-world, then it will take the resources of fourteen plant Earths.  We have two clear 

choices.  Reduce our own consumption [live simply so that others may simply live] and share fairly 

what we have; or start a space exploration programme so that we can plunder the natural resources 

of thirteen other planets.  This is the big debate for the third millennium, but as yet nobody, 

especially the G7, are considering the difficult choices that need to be taken. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

THE EUROPEAN PROJECT GRINDS ON 

 

The organisations and institutions within Europe have never been simple or understood.  As we face 

up to this many headed monster, we need to know what we are dealing with. 

 

 To know where we are going, we have to know where we are; to know that we have to know where 

we came from.   [Filipino version of an Oceanic proverb]. 

 

The origins of the European Union can be traced to the Treaty of Dunkirk in 1947 between France 

and the UK, which provided for mutual assistance against a possible German attack following WW2.  

The plan had been for separate treaties with all the countries surrounding Germany so that any future 

German aggression could be contained.  Even in defeat Germany was feared as a threat to European 

stability.  The 1948 Treaty of Brussels expanded the defence pledge of 1947 to include Belgium, 

Netherlands and Luxembourg.  There were also cultural and social clauses and proposals for a 

Consultative Council.  This was the 1
st
 European Union. 

 

The encircling of Germany was not completed as the Iron Curtain descended across Europe and the 

Cold War started.  The new threat was Communism and the Soviet Union.  Instead of a purely 

European defence pact against Germany, the new reality was the threat from the USSR and resulted 

in the creation of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation to include Canada and the USA.  In 1954 

West Germany and Italy were added to the EU and what became known as the Western European 
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Union.  NATO took over the WEU defence role.   The UK was a member of both the WEU and 

NATO. 

 

Other negotiations after WW2 resulted in the Treaty of Paris in 1951, which created the European 

Coal and Steel Community (ECSC), designed to integrate its members, particularly France and 

Germany, and prevent future wars by helping the economy of Europe.  The ECSC ceased to exist in 

2002 when the Treaty, which had a fifty year limit, expired.  It was redundant and not replaced, with 

its assets and activities subsumed in to the European Community (EC).  Two additional and separate 

communities had been proposed – the European Defence Community (EDC) and the European 

Political Community (EPC). 

 

The ECSC parliamentary chamber – the Common Assembly - was preparing a treaty for the EPC 

when the French vetoed the EDC.  Jean Monnet protested, resigned and started work on alternative 

communities focused on economic integration instead of political integration. 

Paul-Henri Spaak proposed a customs union.  The Spaak Report together with the Ohlin Report 

paved the way for the idea of a Common Market and Euratom. 

 

This resulted in the Treaty of Rome 1957, creating the European Economic Community (EEC) and 

the European Atomic Energy Community (EAEC).  Following this, some countries were to express 

concerns that their sovereignty was threatened by the behaviour of the first European Commission 

headed for ten years by Walter Hallstein, a German.  He clashed with Charles de Gaulle who 

accused him of acting like a head of state and there were many confrontations between the 

Commission and France. From being an outcast, Germany became the architect and leader of 

European integration.  Hallstein drove the EEC forward with proposals for the European Single 

Market and the Common Agricultural Policy.  The EEC expanded its activities and was the pre-

eminent community, despite sharing a Parliamentary Assembly and Courts with the ECSC.  The 

Brussels Treaty of 1967 merged the institutions of the ECSC in to the EEC. 

 

In 1973 Ted Heath’s Conservative Party took the UK in to the Common Market without a national 

vote of the people.  Labour held a subsequent referendum in 1975 with a majority of voters (67.2 % 

on a 64.5% turnout) wanting to remain in the EEC.  The Yes vote was 43.37% of the electorate.   

 

From 1979 the Conservatives regained power and Margaret Thatcher and John Major negotiated 

further European treaties that fundamentally altered the nature of the EEC which morphed into the 

European Community and then the European Union [although the public do not realise that the EC 

still exists alongside the EU – a kind of split personality].  The Brussels, Maastricht and Nice treaties 

in particular, progressively moved power away from the sovereign nation states of Europe with the 

European Commission becoming more dominant.  An elected European Parliament was introduced 

to give a veneer of democracy and at the same time more states were accepted into membership and 

enlargement continues.  The Conservatives did not offer the people referenda and Labour did not 

demand them. 

 

None of the political parties have ever wanted Europe to be an election issue, so in power they were 

pro-Europe while in opposition they were anti-Europe.  The Liberals and Social Democrats were 

never in power but always extremely pro-European.  All these parties did not want to scare the 

people so they pretended that they were still in control.  Then Tony Blair decided that he would take 

the UK to the heart of Europe and New Labour became the most Europhile party.  Of course this was 

hidden in the small print of their 1997 manifesto and was not listed on their pledge card of ten 

priorities.  The dichotomy was Gordon Brown’s refusal to contemplate the Pound Sterling being 

abandoned in favour of the European Currency Unit (the Euro).  He contrived a series of tests which 

had to be met to determine that convergence had been achieved so that a decision could be taken on 
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joining the Euro.  These tests could only be passed when Gordon decided they had been.  Tony and 

Gordon were on opposite paths, but Tony always insisted that he was not prepared to accept a two-

speed Europe.  But this is what happened as the UK obtained opt-outs and had negotiating red-lines. 

 

There are two treaties that comprised the constitutional framework - the Treaty establishing the 

European Community (TEC) and the Treaty on the European Union (TEU).  The federalist tendency 

continued with its agenda of further integration and with Tony Blair an enthusiastic supporter, 

proposed the next big step forward – a European Constitution.  This was drafted to incorporate these 

two treaties with additions, which included a president and foreign minister, a flag, anthem and 

motto.  This was agreed by the European Council of heads of state [not to be confused with the 

Council of Europe] and despite Tony’s insistence that he would not sanction a two-speed Europe 

there were protocols attached which excluded the UK from a number of provisions. 

 

The Constitution was stalled when the Dutch and French rejected it in referenda [the Spanish voted 

for it].  It was resurrected as the Lisbon Treaty but rejected by the Irish in a referendum.  The Czechs 

and Poles have still not ratified the Lisbon Treaty.  The Irish are being made to vote again. 

 

To further complicate the situation we have the Council of Europe which is Europe’s oldest political 

organisation, established by the Treaty of London in 1949.  The ten founding states were the UK, 

Ireland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg, France and Italy.  It is 

based in Strasbourg and created the European Convention of Human Rights in 1950. 

There are now forty-seven members in the Council of Europe, including non-European states, such 

as Russia, Turkey, Azerbaijan, Armenia and Georgia.  They cover every policy area with the 

exception of defence. 

 

The Convention is adjudicated on by the European Court of Human Rights [not to be confused with 

the European Court of Justice or the European Court of Auditors, which are European Community 

institutions].   

The European flag with the twelve stars was adopted by the Council of Europe in 1955.  The 5
th

 of 

May was established as Europe Day in 1964 and the Ode to Joy was adopted as the anthem in 1972.  

These were high jacked by the European Constitution but ditched by the Lisbon Treaty. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

HOPE for the FUTURE – CHANGE for the BETTER 

 

You will be aware that the above motto, or if you prefer - catchy slogan, is the shorthand that 

summarises our launch Prospectus from March 2007.  It featured in this year’s advertisement in the 

Universe over a three month period.  This was intended to establish our presence as an example of 

Popular Catholic Action. 

 

So, I was rather miffed when Gordon Brown, at the start of the Parliamentary recess and on a break 

from saving the world, stated his desire that the UK could be a beacon of hope and opportunity for 

the future.  My first question was – opportunity for who?  Soon after, Nick Clegg declared that the 

LibDems were offering a sense of hope and direction for people suffering in the current economic 

climate. 

 

Considering the fact that both Labour and the LibDems reneged on their election promises to hold a 

referendum on the European Constitutional Treaty and have dealt a mortal blow at our democracy, 

why should we take any notice of them when they lack principle and they are themselves ignoring 

the need for any change to encompass moral renewal. 
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The Catholic Cardinals of England & Wales, Scotland, and Ireland have expressed concern about the 

lack of ethics and morality as the economic crisis unfolded over the last eighteen months.  Pope 

Benedict said the same thing in his Christmas message but has been warning for the last eighteen 

years that our democracy and free market economy, while achieving prosperity was not leading to a 

moral renewal.  At the beginning of December, the Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury added his 

own concerns and at the end of the month five Anglican Bishops came out with a condemnation and 

concern about the enormous amount of debt being racked up by the Government and Labour who 

were described as morally corrupt. 

 

They have of course been shouted down by the Labour spin machine, with their statements declared 

to be nonsense, and told not to get involved in politics.  This only proves that the ecclesiastical 

comments have hurt.  From our point of view, we can take the church leader’s comments to be a 

validation of the Resurgence rational.  Our concerns, formulated in 2005 as we sought to create an 

alternative to the tired old political parties, go way beyond the economic sphere. 

 

As it said in our Prospectus:- 

 

“In terms of the UK nothing that has been put in place is sustainable.  Our society is crumbling;  

our civil liberties are being eroded;  our political system is undemocratic;  our economy is built 

on quick-sand;  our public services are failing;  our natural environment is being destroyed;  

our communities have been allowed to wither;  our cohesion has dissipated;  our traditional 

values have been derided;  our leaders are morally bankrupt;  our standards of behaviour have 

been corrupted.” 

 

We have started the long march on the road towards our aim for radical renewal.  The latest small 

step has been the adoption of the Party Programme, in November, following lengthy discussions. 
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